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−1.02 RM )11
dawnward of midnight.12
• Mercury’s downtail x-line location is only self-consistent if dissipation terms are13
included planetward of the x-line.14
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Abstract15
A simple Monte Carlo model is presented that considers the effects of spacecraft orbital16
sampling on the inferred distribution of magnetic flux ropes, generated through magnetic17
reconnection in the magnetotail current sheet. When generalized, the model allows the18
determination of the number of orbits required to constrain the underlying population of19
structures: it is able to quantify this as a function of the physical parameters of the struc-20
tures (e.g. azimuthal extent and probability of generation). The model is shown adapted to21
the Hermean magnetotail, where the outputs are compared to the results of a recent sur-22
vey. This comparison suggests that the center of Mercury’s neutral line is located dawn-23
ward of midnight by 0.37+1.21
−1.02 RM , and that the flux ropes are most likely to be wide az-24
imuthally (∼ 50% of the width of the Hermean tail). The downtail location of the neutral25
line is not self-consistent or in agreement with previous (independent) studies unless dissi-26
pation terms are included planetward of the reconnection site; potential physical explana-27
tions are discussed. In the future the model could be adapted to other environments, e.g.28
the dayside magnetopause or other planetary magnetotails.29
1 Introduction30
Magnetic reconnection is the fundamental physical process by which magnetic fields31
can be reconfigured, and in so doing transfer stored magnetic energy to the local plasma.32
Though the phenomenon occurs on very small spatial scales [e.g. Øieroset et al., 2001], it33
can result in the generation of large magnetic structures, e.g. magnetic flux ropes [Russell34
and Elphic, 1978; Hughes and Sibeck, 1987; Moldwin and Hughes, 1991]. Such large scale35
structures can be used to indirectly track the process. For planets with a strong solar wind36
influence reconnection is also responsible for a cycle of global convection: on the dayside37
of a planet magnetospheric flux can be opened through reconnection with the interplane-38
tary magnetic field (IMF). The newly opened flux can then convect across the poles of the39
planet with the motion of the solar wind. Open magnetospheric flux can later be closed40
through reconnection at the center of the magnetotail, allowing the freshly closed field to41
convect back around to the dayside, completing the cycle [Dungey, 1961].42
Flux ropes are helical magnetic structures that can be generated by reconnection at43
multiple points within a magnetospheric current layer, for example on the dayside mag-44
netopause [e.g. Russell and Elphic, 1978; Lee and Fu, 1985; Southwood et al., 1988] or at45
the center of the magnetotail plasma sheet [e.g. Sibeck et al., 1984; Moldwin and Hughes,46
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1991; Slavin et al., 1989, 1993, 1995]. Once generated by reconnection, the direction of47
motion of the flux ropes is thought to be determined by their location relative to the dom-48
inant x-line, or neutral line. In the magnetotail, those flux ropes planetward of the domi-49
nant neutral line move towards the planet and eventually re-reconnect with the strong plan-50
etward field [Slavin et al., 2003], perhaps forming dipolarization fronts [Lu et al., 2015].51
Meanwhile, tailward of the neutral line flux ropes are ejected down the magnetotail and52
are lost to the solar wind [e.g. Hones et al., 1984; Moldwin and Hughes, 1992; Ieda et al.,53
1998]. In general, the velocity of the flux ropes far exceeds the orbital velocity of space-54
craft, such that spacecraft can be approximated as stationary during a flux rope encounter.55
In situ flux rope encounters possess distinctive magnetic field signatures: a bipo-56
lar field signature in the normal component, and a peak in the axial component and to-57
tal field strength. In general, these features can be used to identify in situ spacecraft en-58
counters. However, the exact signature is dependent on the relative trajectory of the space-59
craft through the structure: examples of several possible trajectories can be found in Borg60
et al. [2012] and DiBraccio et al. [2015]. In general though, the leading and trailing hemi-61
spheres of the flux rope are responsible for the extremes of the bipolar signature; if one62
hemisphere is ’missed’ then the signature may be asymmetric. The magnitude of the bipo-63
lar signature and peak in the axial direction will strongly depend on the minimum separa-64
tion between the spacecraft and the center of the structure.65
Many magnetotail surveys have been undertaken, using many years of spacecraft66
data, to identify flux rope signatures and evaluate their properties and distributions. Such67
surveys have been performed at the Earth [e.g. Moldwin and Hughes, 1992; Slavin et al.,68
2003; Imber et al., 2011], Mercury [e.g. DiBraccio et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2016; Smith69
et al., 2017] and Mars [e.g. Vignes et al., 2004; Briggs et al., 2011]. However, surveys of70
in situ spacecraft data are inherently limited by the orbital coverage of the spacecraft, and71
ultimately represent single point observations of a very large, stochastic system. This re-72
port describes a Monte Carlo based approach designed to assess and quantify the impact73
of orbital sampling on statistical surveys of flux ropes, allowing an estimation of the un-74
derlying (or intrinsic) distribution and recurrence rate. These properties are crucial to de-75
termine the links between magnetotail conditions (or solar wind driving) and the process76
of reconnection. The Monte Carlo technique presented in this study has been developed77
with reference to Mercury’s magnetotail, but would be applicable to other planetary envi-78
ronments (e.g. other magnetotails or even perhaps magnetopauses) with some adaptation.79
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The inherent biases that are created by placing selection criteria on the required magnetic80
field signatures are investigated in a companion paper [Smith et al., 2018a].81
1.1 Mercury’s Magnetotail82
Data from the flyby of Mariner 10 suggested that the Near Mercury Neutral Line83
(NMNL) was located between 3 and 6 RM (RM = 2440 km) down the magnetotail. Later,84
during two flybys of NASA’s MESSENGER (MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment, GEo-85
chemistry and Ranging) spacecraft (M2 and M3), the neutral line was inferred to be 2.886
and 1.8 RM from the planet respectively [Slavin et al., 2012] using the orientation of the87
magnetic signatures of flux ropes. MESSENGER later orbited Mercury between March88
2011 and April 2015 [Solomon et al., 2007], collecting high resolution magnetometer data89
[Anderson et al., 2007]. MESSENGER’s orbit was highly inclined and elliptical with an 890
- 12 hour period (depending on the phase of the mission). The orbit precessed around the91
planet once every Mercury year (∼ 88 days), such that the spacecraft made cuts through92
the magnetotail plasma sheet approximately twice per day during "hot" and "warm" sea-93
sons. These plasma sheet crossings generally lasted less than 10 minutes [Poh et al., 2017a],94
a period during which flux ropes were often observed to pass over the spacecraft as they95
moved tailward/sunward from the location at which they were generated (assumed to be in96
close proximity to the NMNL).97
A statistical analysis of magnetometer data from 319 of MESSENGER’s plasma98
sheet crossings has suggested that the NMNL is most often located ∼ 3 RM down the99
tail [Poh et al., 2017a]. However, complementary studies of large numbers of flux ropes100
(and their inferred direction of travel) have been less clear, perhaps suggesting a large de-101
gree of variability in the downtail-location of the NMNL [DiBraccio et al., 2015; Smith102
et al., 2017]. In addition to inferring the approximate location of the NMNL, statistical103
flux rope surveys [e.g. Sun et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2017] have noted a dawnward offset104
in the observed flux rope distributions. This also correlates with shifts in statistical field105
distributions [Poh et al., 2017b], dipolarizations [Dewey et al., 2017] and the distribution106
of energetic electrons [Baker et al., 2016] and their precipitation onto the surface [Lindsay107
et al., 2015]. In addition, Zhong et al. [2018] recently reported the first observations of an108
active reconnection site in Mercury’s magnetotail, during which the spacecraft was located109
∼ 0.5 RM dawnward of midnight.110
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Smith et al. [2017] investigated the number of flux ropes observed during plasma111
sheet crossings, as well as the spacing between consecutive observations. The majority112
of crossings (61%) did not feature any flux ropes, while groups of up to eight were ob-113
served during periods of intense activity. Meanwhile, the spacing between adjacent flux114
ropes was generally found to be less than 100 s, and therefore consecutive events could be115
related to the same interval of reconnection. For context, the Dungey cycle timescale at116
Mercury is thought to be very short, perhaps as little as two minutes [Siscoe et al., 1975;117
Christon, 1987; Slavin et al., 2009, 2012]. Similarly, the duration of Hermean substorms118
has been found to be ∼ 200 s on average [Imber and Slavin, 2017].119
Section 2 describes the setup of the Monte Carlo model. Section 3 then considers120
the general results of the model, investigating the effects of varying the model parameters121
and the orbital selection. Section 4 then compares the results of the model to those of a122
recent large survey [Smith et al., 2017], allowing investigation of the intrinsic properties123
Mercury system (including neutral line location and width).124
2 The Model125
In this section the design and properties of the model will be discussed, along with126
the some of the implicit assumptions of such a setup.127
2.1 Model Setup128
The orbit of MESSENGER resulted in plasma sheet crossings that were separated by129
∼ 8 − 12 hours, much longer than the timescale on which global Hermean magnetospheric130
dynamics operate. Additionally, during just under half of all MESSENGER plasma sheet131
crossings there were short periods during which the products of a (likely single) recon-132
nection interval could be observed [Smith et al., 2017]. Therefore, for the purposes of this133
work we will treat each plasma sheet crossing as independent (from adjacent crossings),134
and assume that (at most) one instance of tail reconnection can occur. If this model were135
adapted for comparison with other surveys/environments then the validity of these assump-136
tions would need to be re-evaluated.137
The Cartesian Mercury Solar Magnetospheric (MSM) coordinate system is used144
in this study. In this system, the X̂MSM axis points towards the Sun, the ẐMSM axis is145
aligned with the magnetic dipole and directed northward, and the ŶMSM axis completes146
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Figure 1. Schematic describing the model setup. Panel (a) shows an example orbit, with a randomly gen-
erated spacecraft location (black star) and neutral line (in green). The orange shaded region shows the limit
of the uniform distributions used to generate the orbits and neutral line centers. Panel (b) shows the results of
10 orbits where the reconnection probability has been set to 50%. The blue neutral lines show those that were
spatially coincident with the generated spacecraft locations during that orbit, while the red neutral lines show







the right handed set (pointing duskward). The model forms a two dimensional plane (the147
equivalent of the XMSM − YMSM plane), approximating the plasma sheet on the night-148
side of the planet. The model is set up to simulate a given number of orbits, which are149
approximated as vertical passages through the plasma sheet to approximate the trajectory150
of MESSENGER. Therefore, for each orbit the spacecraft location (XMSM and YMSM )151
and plasma sheet dwell time are generated. The location is initially drawn from a uni-152
form distribution, while the dwell time is drawn from a database of current sheet cross-153
ings identified in the MESSENGER data [Poh et al., 2017a]. This initial setup simulates154
a spacecraft dataset with completely even coverage (i.e. with no orbital bias), which may155
represent the ideal scenario for a large statistical survey. During a fraction of orbits (an156
adjustable parameter) reconnection is deemed to have occurred. Initially the probability157
is set to 50% of orbital passes, and for each of these a neutral line is generated. The ef-158
fects of changing this probability will be explored further in Sections 3 and 4. In reality,159
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the probability of observing a flux rope during a crossing of the Hermean plasma sheet160
has been found to scale with the magnitude of the preceding lobe magnetic field strength161
[Smith et al., 2017]. The generated neutral lines have a randomly selected center (XMSM162
and YMSM ) and azimuthal width (WNL). It should be noted that while the neutral line in163
the model is implicitly assumed to be stationary during each plasma sheet crossing, neu-164
tral lines have commonly been observed to retreat tailward at Earth [e.g. Eastwood et al.,165
2010; Alexandrova et al., 2015], Jupiter [e.g. Kronberg et al., 2005; Kasahara et al., 2011]166
and Saturn [e.g. Smith et al., 2018b]. Limiting the azimuthal width of the neutral line im-167
plies the presence and closure of field aligned currents. Such field aligned currents have168
been observed by MESSENGER and are postulated to close through the conducting inte-169
rior of the planet [e.g. Anderson et al., 2014]. The results of global MHD modeling are170
also consistent with such current systems [Jia et al., 2015].171
This setup is illustrated in Figure 1a. The orange shaded area shows the region172
within which the spacecraft and neutral line could be generated, roughly representing173
MESSENGER’s coverage of Mercury’s magnetotail. An example generated spacecraft lo-174
cation (black star) and neutral line (green point and line) are shown in Figure 1a.175
As a first approximation, the neutral line is considered to generate a single flux rope176
moving planetward and a single flux rope moving tailward, with azimuthal widths pro-177
vided by the extent of the neutral line. If the neutral line and spacecraft are spatially coin-178
cident (along the YMSM axis) then the neutral line is considered to be ’detected’. Selection179
effects, i.e. those that would cause the flux rope to not be identified even when encoun-180
tering the spacecraft, are considered in a companion paper [Smith et al., 2018a]. With this181
setup the number of flux ropes generated either side of the stationary neutral line is equal,182
supported by the approximately equal numbers of planetward and tailward moving flux183
ropes observed by recent surveys [DiBraccio et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2017]. Considera-184
tion of the impact of neutral line motion and the generation of multiple flux ropes is out-185
side the scope of this paper but could be considered in future adaptations of this model.186
The model allows a map to be constructed where flux ropes (and associated neutral187
lines) are detected and where they are missed, purely as a result of the spacecraft cover-188
age. Figure 1b shows the results of 10 orbits. Five neutral lines have been generated (i.e.189
50% of the orbits are associated with reconnection). The red neutral lines show those that190
were not spatially coincident with their respective spacecraft and so were missed, while191
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the blue neutral lines show those that generated flux ropes that passed over the randomly192
placed spacecraft. In accordance with expectation, though with a small sample size, it can193
be seen in Figure 1b that the wider neutral lines were detected, while the smaller ones194
were missed by the random sampling. This effect will be further explored in Sections 3195
and 4.196
It should be noted that no boundary effects are considered (e.g. the dawn or dusk197
magnetopause). Instead, the boundaries are implicitly provided by the limits of the space-198
craft orbit and neutral line centers simulated. This does mean that some portion of the199
neutral line width may be outside of the region within which the spacecraft could observe200
it. Therefore, if the center of the neutral line is placed at the edge of the spacecraft’s or-201
bital region then the effective length of the neutral line could be up to a factor of two202
shorter than that explicitly generated.203
3 Recovery of the Intrinsic Distribution204
To begin, the distributions that are recovered by (or inferred from) the virtual space-205
craft will be compared to those that would be obtained with complete magnetotail cover-206
age (i.e. the true or intrinsic distribution). This provides a measure of the effectiveness207
of the spacecraft sampling, and can be evaluated as a function of the number of orbits,208
orbital selection or properties of the dynamic structures of interest (e.g. recurrence or ex-209
tent).210
3.1 Increasing the Number of Orbits211









) and neutral line width213
(WNL) from uniform distributions, the details of which are provided in Table 1. The re-214
connection probability is initially set to 0.5. It should be noted that these correspond to215
initial test parameters, selected to demonstrate the effects of increasing the random sam-216
pling. The parameters will be further investigated in Section 3.2.217
As orbits are added it is possible to build dawn-dusk maps of the distribution of219
flux ropes observed. Figure 2 explores how the addition of orbits affects the comparison220
between the inferred and ’true’ distributions (i.e. the distribution that would be obtained221
if the entire tail were monitored by spacecraft). Figures 2a and (b) show the results after222
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Table 1. The distributions from which draw parameters were drawn in Section 3218
Parameter Distribution Minimum Maximum
XSC
MSM
Uniform −3 RM −1.5 RM
YSC
MSM
Uniform −2 RM 2 RM
XNMNL
MSM
Uniform −3 RM −1.5 RM
Y NMNL
MSM
Uniform −2 RM 2 RM
WNL Uniform 2 RM 2.5 RM
100 and 500 randomly distributed orbits respectively. The top panels show the number of223
flux ropes observed by the spacecraft, the middle shows the spacecraft cumulative dwell224
time, while the bottom shows the inferred rate in blue. The red bars in the lower panels225
represent the distribution that would be inferred if the observations of multiple spacecraft226
(evenly spaced across the entire magnetotail) were combined, i.e. the ’true’ distribution.227
It is possible to compare the recovered and ’true’ distributions using a χ2 metric; the val-228
ues of which are shown above Figures 2a and 2b. The lower the value of this measure, the229
closer the observed rate matches the value that would be recovered with complete magne-230
totail coverage. A value approaching 1 would suggest good agreement.231
Between 100 and 500 orbits the intrinsic/true distributions (red) do not change sig-232
nificantly: the underlying distribution is fairly settled. However, after 100 orbits have been233
completed the randomly located spacecraft has not adequately sampled the tail, and so the234
χ2 is high: the observed distribution poorly represents the underlying distribution. In con-235
trast, once 500 orbits have been performed the system has been much better sampled, and236
the χ2 has dropped by a factor of ∼ 8.237
Figure 2c shows how the χ2 (between the true and inferred distributions) varies as a243
function of the number of orbital passes. Overall, the χ2 can be seen to drop rapidly with244
the addition of more orbits. Eventually this effect is saturated and the χ2 plateaus after245
∼ 300 − 350 uniformly distributed orbits. There are some exceptions to this behavior, with246
small jumps observed, perhaps when a region is temporarily over sampled and the stochas-247
tic nature of the modeled reconnection boosts the rate in a region to an unrepresentative248
value.249
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Figure 2. Figure showing how the observed/inferred rate of flux ropes measured across the model mag-
netotail compare to the ’true’ distribution after 100 orbits (a), 500 orbits (b) and as a function of orbits (c).
For the left and center panels the top row shows the number of flux ropes observed per bin, the middle shows
the cumulative spacecraft dwell time and the bottom shows the inferred rate (blue) and ’true’ rate (red) given






Figure 3a shows the median variation in χ2 as a function of orbits (for 1000 sets250
of orbital passes, or iterations, which has the effect of removing the random fluctuations).251
It can be seen that the value of the median χ2 drops steadily until around ∼ 250 − 300252
orbits at which point diminishing returns begin to apply and the addition of more orbits253
does not significantly reduce the χ2. Therefore it could be said that, for the parameters254
selected, at least 200-300 uniformly distributed orbits should be considered before com-255
menting conclusively on the measured cross-tail distribution. It should be noted that the256
assumption of uniformly distributed orbits represents the simplest possible case, while in257
practice spacecraft trajectories often provide unevenly spread coverage. Figure 3b shows258
the median number of flux ropes observed as a function of the number of orbits, allowing259
the inference that the ∼ 250 orbit limit equates to a sample size of ∼ 60 flux ropes.260
3.2 Varying System Parameters265
The effects of varying several model parameters will now be explored. For example,266
one of the key model parameters is the width of the neutral line. Figures 2 and 3 were267
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Figure 3. Figure showing the median χ2 between the inferred and ’true’ cross-tail distributions (a) and me-
dian number of flux ropes observed (b) as a function of the number of orbits performed (after 1000 iterations
of the model). The limits of the red shaded region represent the interquartile range. The model parameters are





created with a uniform distribution of neutral line widths between 2 and 2.5 RM (Table268
1). Figure 4a shows how the median χ2 varies for a range of neutral line widths (with the269
probability of reconnection fixed at 0.5). It should be noted that the χ2 metric cannot be270
evaluated if the ’true’ value for a bin is zero; therefore the averages in Figures 4a and 4c271
only begin at the point at which every cross-tail bin (in every iteration) had observed at272
least a single flux rope. For narrow neutral lines (e.g. those 10% of the model magne-273
totail: 0.4 RM , in red) the χ2 is both higher and drops slower than for the wider neutral274
lines. This is likely a result of the fact that smaller reconnection products will be observed275
less often by the spacecraft, and thus the observed distribution is always less representa-276
tive of the full distribution. This can be seen in Figure 4b, where the number of flux ropes277
observed for those spanning 10% of the tail only reaches ∼ 20 after 500 orbits. This is278
approximately the number that may be expected by simply taking the number of orbits and279
then multiplying through by the probability of reconnection and the fractional extent of280
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the neutral lines (N ∼ 500 × 0.5 × 0.1 = 25). It should be noted that the effective sampling281
can be improved by increasing the width of the bins considered (i.e. the bin width could282
be said to be inappropriately narrow in Figure 2a).283
Figure 4. The median χ2 of 1000 iterations of the Monte Carlo (top) and the median number of flux ropes
observed (bottom) for four different widths of neutral line (a and b) as a percentage of the width of the tail
(4 RM ), and four different reconnection probabilities (c and d). The limits of the shaded regions represent
the interquartile range. For the panels in which the width is varied (a and b) the probability is fixed at 0.5,
while for the panels in which the probability is varied (c and d) the width is fixed at 50% of the tail width (i.e.







Another interesting parameter to test is the probability of reconnection occurring290
during an orbital pass. Figure 4c shows how the median χ2 varies for four selected proba-291
bilities (with the width fixed at 50% of the model tail width: 2 RM ). For a low probability292
(0.2, in red) the measured χ2 is relatively high, once more linked to the low number of293
flux rope encounters (Figure 4d). In contrast, if the probability is high (e.g. 0.8, in yel-294
low) then very few orbits are needed to adequately describe the tail, potentially as few as295
∼ 150 orbits.296
More generally, this technique allows the quantification of the common sense results:297
if the dynamic structures of interest are more azimuthally confined or less likely to be pro-298
duced, then more orbits are required to constrain their distribution. Another interesting299
result that may be inferred from Figure 4 is that the χ2 distributions do not correspond or300
scale linearly with the number of flux ropes observed, i.e. there is not a pre-determined301
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number of flux ropes that is required to accurately assess the distribution (independent of302
the physical parameters of the structures). Additionally, orbits during which no dynamic303
product or evidence of reconnection is observed need to be accounted for when the spatial304
distributions are considered.305
3.3 Orbit Selection306
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 drew the spacecraft locations from uniform distributions (Table307
1). However, uniform spacecraft coverage is often not possible for large surveys; therefore308
the effects of uneven coverage will now be explored. In their recent survey of the Her-309
mean tail Smith et al. [2017] used a catalog of 319 plasma sheet crossings (identified by310
Poh et al. [2017a]).311
The effects of uneven spacecraft coverage will depend on the relative locations of319
both the spacecraft and the structures of interest. Therefore, for this investigation the uni-320
form flux rope distributions are exchanged for normal distributions with a center and width321
defined by Y0 and σY0. The reconnection probability is set to 0.5, while the neutral line322
width remains between 2 and 2.5 RM (as above). Figure 5 compares the effectiveness of323
the orbit selection used by Smith et al. [2017] (Figure 5a) with the same number of orbits324
(319) uniformly distributed over the magnetotail (Figure 5b). The quality with which the325
true distribution is recovered is quantified with a χ2 metric (as above); this has been re-326
peated 10,000 times for randomly selected combinations of Y0 and σY0. The results of the327
10,000 iterations have then been averaged, and the mean per bin is presented in Figures 5a328
and 5b. The lower panels show the spatial sampling used by the Smith et al. [2017] survey329
(5c) and the mean of the uniformly distributed orbits (5d).330
The 319 uniformly distributed orbits can be seen to well capture the underlying dis-331
tribution (Figure 5b), with low (≤ 2) values of the χ2 obtained for both narrow (low σY0)332
and wide distributions (high σY0) when the centers are located anywhere across the center333
of the magnetotail (−1 RM ≤ Y0 ≤ 1 RM ). In contrast, the orbits used by Smith et al.334
[2017] can be seen to give poorer comparisons for most of the simulated distributions335
(Figure 5a). The reduced spacecraft coverage beyond YMSM = ±1 RM (Figure 5c) in par-336
ticular results in more poorly recovered distributions at larger values of σY0 and towards337
Y0 ∼ 1 RM .338
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Figure 5. (Top) The mean χ2 obtained between the intrinsic (true) and inferred spatial distributions after
319 orbits where the center of the neutral line is drawn from normal distributions described by Y0 and σY0.
The means are calculated from a sample of 10,000 iterations. The results are shown for MESSENGER’s
orbits as selected by Poh et al. [2017a] (a) and for randomly (and uniformly) distributed orbits (b). (Bottom)
The cumulative dwell time within each spatial bin across the magnetotail for the orbits selected by Poh et al.
[2017a] (c) and the mean dwell time per spatial bin for the uniformly distributed orbits (d). The red vertical








However, even if the inferred distributions may not well represent the underlying dis-339
tributions it does not necessary follow that it is impossible to uniquely identify the intrin-340
sic distribution. It is possible that use of the Monte Carlo method would still result in the341
inference of the correct underlying distribution. In the future, this technique could be used342
to evaluate the effectiveness of a given spacecrafts orbital coverage for observing statistical343
distributions of various transient features.344
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4 Spatial Distributions at Mercury345
The model can be used to compare a given set of observations with various intrinsic346
distributions (each generated by unique set of system parameters). For this study the re-347
sults of Smith et al. [2017] will be used for comparison. In order to make the comparisons348
valid either the model or the results of the survey require adjustment; for example clusters349
of up to 8 flux ropes were observed during a single plasma sheet crossing (a feature not350
present in the model). A mechanism could be added to the model to allow the generation351
of multiple flux ropes, however to keep the number of free parameters low (and minimize352
possible degeneracies) the results of Smith et al. [2017] have instead been reprocessed.353
This has been performed such that multiple detections within the same plasma sheet cross-354
ing are only counted as a single detection. For intervals when the orientation of flux ropes355
changed during a crossing, then the orientation is taken as that which dominated the inter-356
val.357
Firstly, the dawn-dusk distribution of flux ropes will be considered. This will allow358
some of the physical parameters of the Mercury system to be estimated, e.g. probability359
of reconnection and neutral line width. Once these parameters have been estimated, the360
model may be setup to provide an overall rate of flux rope detections that is consistent361
with observations. This will then allow the location of the Near Mercury Neutral Line362
(NMNL) to be explored by further investigation of the relative rates of planetward and363
tailward moving structures.364
4.1 Dawn-Dusk Distribution365
Firstly, the uniformly distributed spacecraft locations are replaced with those or-366
bits performed by MESSENGER during the original survey [Smith et al., 2017]. Sec-367
ondly, the uniform distributions from which the neutral line locations were drawn (in Sec-368
tions 3.1 and 3.2) are exchanged for normal distributions. This allows parametrization in369
terms of a distribution center (Y0) and a distribution width (σY0), as in Section 3.3. The370
final variables employed are the probability of reconnection during an orbital pass (P)371
and the width of the neutral lines (WNL). The model can then be run, for the MESSEN-372
GER orbits, for millions of iterations with random combinations of the four parameters373
(Y0, σY0, P and WNL). Each iteration (consisting of the 319 orbits performed by MES-374
SENGER) can be compared to the observed cross-tail distribution from the survey [Smith375
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et al., 2017], and a χ2 metric derived for each combination of parameters. Three million376
parameter combinations were simulated, and the resulting parameter space smoothed with377
a histogram binning method. The number of simulations was observed to adequately sam-378
ple the possible parameter space, while the smoothing removed stochastic variability be-379
tween similar runs, allowing the underlying trends to be examined.380
The resulting four dimensional parameter space was then sampled using an affine-381
invariant Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) ensemble sampler [Foreman-Mackey et al.,382
2012], in order to estimate the Bayesian posterior probability density functions (PPDF):383
the probability distribution of the variables given the evidence presented by the sampling.384
Figure 6 shows the results of the MCMC sampling. The six panels in the lower left (b,385
d, e, g, h and i) represent the one, two and three sigma contours projected onto all pos-386
sible combinations of two parameters. The panels along the uppermost diagonal (a, c, f387
and j) represent the PPDF functions marginalized for each of the four parameters consid-388
ered. The blue dots/lines represent the medians of the marginalized PPDFs. It should be389
noted that the medians may not be co-located with visible peaks if the full distributions390
are not present within the simulation limits, therefore it is perhaps more constructive to391
draw conclusions from the peaks and shapes of the marginalized distributions (if they ex-392
tend beyond the simulated parameter space).393
Firstly, the distribution in Figure 6a shows that the results of the survey are most400
consistent with neutral line distribution marginally offset dawnward of midnight (Y0 =401
−0.37+1.21
−1.02 RM ), though the midnight meridian is within 1σ. The results are also most402
consistent with a relatively broad neutral line distribution (Figure 6c), indicating a substan-403
tial amount of variability between orbital passes. The sampling provided by the selected404
MESSENGER orbits (Figure 5c) has been shown to poorly recover broad distributions:405
this likely results in the lack of an ’edge’ to the distributions on the broad side (with large406
σY0).407
Secondly, the median width of the neutral line is found to be 2.16+0.96
−0.98 RM , just over408
half the width of the model magnetotail (Figure 6f). However, this should be regarded409
as an upper limit as there is no consideration of the magnetopause boundary, and so the410
effective width of the neutral line could be up to a factor of two smaller (depending on411
the location of the neutral line center). It is also clear from the shape of the WNL dis-412
tribution in Figure 6f that larger neutral lines (i.e. to the right of the peak of the distri-413
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bution) are more consistent with the survey results, rather than those . 1.6 RM . Finally414
from the marginalized distributions, the median probability of a neutral line forming dur-415
ing a plasma sheet crossing is found to be 0.52+0.22
−0.19. This result is intuitive: Smith et al.416
[2017] found that during 39 % of crossings flux ropes were observed. Accounting for oc-417
casions where the spacecraft was not co-located with the neutral line will result in a frac-418
tion greater than 39%.419
Figure 6 also shows the covariances between the parameters. For example, from420
Figure 6d, if the width of the neutral line is larger, then the distribution center (Y0) is re-421
quired to be offset further towards dawn. This is shown by the diagonal slope formed by422
the probability contours, from upper left to middle bottom. This is necessary to explain423
the relative lack of observations duskward of ∼ 1 RM [Smith et al., 2017]. If the neutral424
lines are wider, then a more central distribution would result in the observation of signif-425
icant numbers of flux ropes close to dusk. The same relationship can be seen in the σY0426
vs. Y0 panel (Figure 6b), where the contours slope from upper left to lower middle. Phys-427
ically this can be interpreted as a broader distribution requiring that the center be offset428
further towards dawn. Finally, a classically expected degeneracy is quantified by the panel429
showing the projection onto width (WNL) vs. probability (P) space (Figure 6i): if there430
is a greater probability of reconnection occurring, then the neutral lines are required to be431
narrower and vice-versa.432
4.2 Downtail Neutral Line Location433
The previous section allowed the basic parameters of the model to be estimated, i.e.434
those which provide a rate of flux rope observations that best match the survey results.435
The downtail location of the neutral line can now be investigated by using the derived pa-436
rameters and comparing the relative rates of the tailward and planetward moving distribu-437
tions. For this, the neutral line location is parameterized in terms of a distribution center438
(X0) and a width (σX0) (which physically corresponds to variation between individual or-439
bits).440
Over a million simulations were performed with random selected combinations of441
X0 and σX0, sufficiently sampling the parameter space. The planetward and tailward dis-442
tributions were each compared to the respective results from the survey of Smith et al.443
[2017], and two χ2 metrics evaluated (for the planetward and tailward distributions sepa-444
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rately). As with Section 4.1, the results were smoothed using a histogram and the parame-445
ter space sampled using an affine-invariant Markov chain Monte Carlo sampler [Foreman-446
Mackey et al., 2012]. The results are displayed in Figures 7a and 7b for the tailward and447
planetward moving distributions respectively. The formats are the same as for Figure 6.448
The results for the tailward distribution (Figure 7a) give a median neutral line loca-451
tion of X0 = −2.92+1.04−1.28, and favor a relatively broad distribution (in σX0). This result is452
consistent with a previous statistical study: Poh et al. [2017a] inferred the location to be453
on average at ∼ −3 RM (using an independent method).454
However, the results for the comparison of the planetward moving distribution (Fig-455
ure 7b) are not consistent with that found for the tailward population, with a median neu-456
tral line location of −1.70+0.49
−0.85 appearing most consistent. The x-line location inferred457
from the tailward moving population (X0 ∼ −3 RM ) would result in too high a rate of458
planetward moving flux ropes, much greater than is observed. Therefore the x-line is in-459
ferred to be closer to the planet. It is also clear that simply increasing the variability in460
the location of the x-line (i.e. increasing σX0, moving up in Figure 7b) is insufficient to461
account for this effect. In other words, the contours in Figure 7b do not allow the x-line to462
move deeper into the tail (left) if the variability in location is greater (σX0 increases). The463
lack of self-consistency in the neutral line location suggests that there is some physics of464
the underlying system not captured by the simple parameterization.465
To investigate this, additional parameters are added to the model. The first consid-469
eration is that there is perhaps some maximum distance that the flux rope can travel from470
the x-line, at which point it becomes unrecognizable as a flux rope, parameterized as a471
distance A. Physically this could correspond to the flux rope becoming distorted, such472
that it is not well approximated by the force free model, or perhaps forming a dipolariza-473
tion front [e.g. Lu et al., 2015]. This travel distance is represented by the red arrow and474
dashed line in Figure 8. Therefore, in order to observe the flux rope, the spacecraft would475
have to be located tailward of the red dashed line. The second mechanism added to the476
model is a distance of closest approach to the planet by the flux rope, parameterized with477
XMin and some variation in this value (σXMin). Physically this could represent the dis-478
tance at which the flux rope halts its planetward motion, re-reconnecting with the plane-479
tary field [Slavin et al., 2003]. This region is represented by the blue dashed line (XMin)480
and shaded region (σXMin) in Figure 8. As with the maximum travel distance (A), the481
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spacecraft must be located tailward of the distance of closest approach in order to observe482
a flux rope.483
Figure 9 shows the results of the model with the addition of these parameters (for487
the planetward distribution). The addition of the loss terms has reduced the median value488
of X0 such that it is now fully consistent with both the tailward distributions in Figure 7a489
and previous studies [e.g. Poh et al., 2017a] (with a median X0 = −2.93+1.15−1.32). This sug-490
gests that some form of dissipation planetward of the neutral line is fundamentally impor-491
tant at Mercury within the region surveyed by MESSENGER.492
Once more, the median values quoted above the diagonal panels in Figure 9 should493
be regarded with a degree of caution as the full distributions are not within the simulated494
parameter space. It is also clear that the parameterization of the loss terms is not entirely495
physical: the marginalized distributions do not show a clear peak for XMin, σXMin or A.496
However, the addition of these dissipation mechanisms does allow the x-line location to be497
self-consistent. Additionally, a faint relationship is observed between XMin and A (Figure498
9m): increasing the size of the quasi-dipolar region (decreasing XMin) increases the maxi-499
mum travel distance (A) that is consistent with the observations. Physically this would cor-500
respond to a larger ’quasi-dipolar region’ negating the requirement for a maximum travel501
distance, and vice versa.502
5 Discussion503
A Monte Carlo model has been presented which allows the orbital sampling of a504
single spacecraft to be investigated. The model was tailored to investigate Mercury’s mag-505
netotail and used to evaluate a recent survey of MESSENGER spacecraft data. The model506
presented has confirmed that, accounting for the orbital sampling of MESSENGER and507
the finite width of magnetic flux ropes, the effects of a slight dawn-dusk asymmetry in508
the location of the Mercury’s magnetotail neutral line are present in the observations of509
a recent flux rope survey [Smith et al., 2017]. The inferred neutral line asymmetry [e.g.510
Sun et al., 2016] has previously been linked to asymmetries in the plasma population [Poh511
et al., 2017b]. Mercury’s plasma sheet has been found to predominantly consist of H+512
and Na+, with the Na+ density determined to peak pre-midnight [Delcourt, 2013; Raines513
et al., 2013; Gershman et al., 2014]. The presence of such heavy ions (e.g. Na+) has been514
suggested to increase the growth rate of the tearing mode instability [Baker et al., 1982],515
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thereby causing reconnection. Conversely, it has also been suggested that the presence516
of the heavier ions will reduce the mean Alfvén speed, reconnection inflow velocity, and517
therefore the rate of reconnection [Shay and Swisdak, 2004]. The results of this investi-518
gation and previous studies [e.g. Baker et al., 2016; Lindsay et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2016;519
Dewey et al., 2017; Poh et al., 2017b; Smith et al., 2017] suggest that the latter mechanism520
may dominate in the Hermean tail.521
In order to reproduce the observed planetward and tailward moving distributions,522
dissipation terms were required planetward of the neutral line. These terms could be phys-523
ically explained as mechanisms that would re-reconnect the flux rope with the planetary524
field [Slavin et al., 2003], or distort the structure of the flux rope in such as way that it is525
not recognizable (e.g. forming a dipolarization front [Lu et al., 2015]).526
6 Conclusions527
A Monte Carlo based analysis technique has been presented and applied to a single528
spacecraft survey of Mercury’s magnetotail. Firstly, synthetic, randomly distributed orbits529
were tested to determine the number of orbits required to obtain a good estimate of the530
underlying intrinsic distributions of magnetotail flux ropes. The required number of orbits531
was shown to be heavily dependent upon the properties of the system and the flux ropes532
themselves, e.g. the width of the structures and the probability of their occurrence. The533
efficacy of two different orbital sampling regimes were compared; uniformly distributed534
orbits were found to best infer the majority of intrinsic distributions tested.535
Secondly, many iterations with different combinations of model parameters were per-536
formed and compared to the results of a recent survey [Smith et al., 2017]. The survey537
results were found to be most consistent with an neutral line that is offset dawnward of538
midnight by −0.37+1.21
−1.02 RM . Azimuthally wider flux ropes (e.g. ≥ 2 RM ) were found to539
be more consistent with the results, rather than narrower structures. The statistical down-540
tail location of the neutral line was then probed. The distribution of tailward moving flux541
ropes allowed the recovery of a statistical location consistent with previous studies [e.g.542
Poh et al., 2017a]. However, the distribution of planetward moving structures returned543
a result that was both inconsistent with previous work in the literature and with the re-544
sults obtained from the comparison to the tailward moving distribution. This discrepancy545
could be resolved with the addition of parameters describing dissipation mechanisms plan-546
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etward of the reconnection site (e.g. a ’maximum travel distance’ or ’distance of closest547
approach’).548
This work allows the effects of orbital sampling from a single spacecraft to be ex-549
plored, suggesting the required orbital coverage (given properties of the system). It also550
allows the inference of the global properties of the system that are most consistent with551
a set of observations. This type of analysis, with specific adaptation, could be useful for552
both future statistical studies at Mercury and at other planets as well as for mission/trajectory553
design.554
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Figure 6. The posterior probability distributions of the model parameters: Y0, σY0, WNL and P. The
uppermost diagonal elements (a, c, f, j) show the marginalized posterior probability distribution for each
parameter in turn while the lower left panels (b, d, e, g, h and i) show two dimensional projections for all
combinations of parameters. The solid lines in the lower left show the one, two and three sigma contours.
The blue lines, points and values above the diagonal panels indicate the medians of each distribution. The
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Figure 7. The posterior probability distributions for the tailward (a) and planetward (b) distributions of flux
ropes. The formats are the same as for Figure 6.
449
450
Figure 8. Schematic describing the two dimensional model setup, adapted from that in Figure 1. The ad-
ditions are shown by a maximum travel distance, indicated with the red arrow and vertical dashed line, and a
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Figure 9. The posterior probability distributions of the model (X0 and σX0) including parameters for po-
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